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ABSTRACT. Glaciological mass balance is computed from point-scale field8

data at a few ablation stakes that are regressed as a function of elevation,9

and averaged over the area-elevation distribution of the glacier. This method10

is contingent on a tight control of elevation on local ablation. On debris-11

covered glaciers, systematic and random spatial variations of debris thickness12

modify ablation rates. A method that takes into account the debris-thickness13

variability in extrapolating point-scale ablation data may be more accurate on14

these glaciers. We propose and test a method where stake data are interpolated15

as a function of debris-thickness alone, and averaged over the observed debris-16

thickness distribution at different parts of the glacier. We apply this method17

to compute sub-debris ablation rate on Satopanth Glacier (Central Himalaya)18

utilising about a thousand ablation measurements at a network of up to 5619

stakes during 2015–2017. We compare our results with that from the standard20

glaciological method. The uncertainties in both the estimates due to the21

corresponding uncertainties in measurement of ablation and debris-thickness22

distribution, and that due to interpolation procedures are estimated using23

Monte Carlo methods. Possible biases due to finite number of stakes used are24

investigated, and net specific balance of Satopanth glacier is computed.25
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1. INTRODUCTION26

Extensive supraglacial debris mantle on the ablation zone can modify glacier response to climate forcing27

(Scherler and others, 2011; Gardelle and others, 2013; Nuimura and others, 2012; Banerjee and Shankar,28

2013; Brun and others, 2017; King and others, 2018). The supraglacial debris layer mediates the melt-29

energy supply to ice-surface underneath. A thick debris layer inhibits melt by insulating the ice, whereas a30

thin-debris layer increases melt due to a lower albedo (Østrem, 1959; Collier and others, 2014). However,31

in the limit of a very thin debris layer (. 2cm), increased evaporation reduces energy available for melting32

(Collier and others, 2014) leading to a decline in ablation (Østrem, 1959). Supraglacial debris advects with33

the ice flow, and the debris layer generally thickens downglacier as the ice velocity declines (Benn and34

Lehmkuhl, 2000; Kirkbride and Deline, 2013; Anderson and Anderson, 2016). This thickening of debris35

layer causes a systematic reduction in ablation rate down-glacier, even as elevation decreases. This is in36

contrast with the monotonic increase in ablation downglacier that is usually observed in debris-free glaciers37

(Oerlemans, 2001). The resultant inverted mass-balance profile on the debris-covered ablation zone has38

profound implications on the evolution of a glacier under a warming climate (Banerjee and Shankar, 2013).39

The most striking feature of which is a decoupling of length and mass changes of the glacier right after the40

warming starts: A thickly debris-covered glacier initially loses mass mostly by thinning, even as its length41

remain steady over a period of stagnation that may span several decades (Naito and others, 2000; Banerjee42

and Shankar, 2013). A combination of slow evolution of the ice-flux patterns under the climate forcing and43

low melt rates beneath the debris cover are responsible for the formation of the stagnant tongue. Beyond44

this the period of stagnation, a relatively high net mass-loss rate is expected on debris-covered glaciers45

(Banerjee, 2017). With extensive supraglacial debris cover over 40% of the total ice mass in the ablation46

zones of several regions in the Himalaya-Karakoram (Kraaijenbrink and others, 2017), the above-mentioned47

debris-effects have left strong imprints in the recent ice-loss pattern at the third pole (Scherler and others,48

2011; Gardelle and others, 2013; Nuimura and others, 2012; Banerjee and Shankar, 2013; Brun and others,49

2017; King and others, 2018) and may crucially impact its future evolution as well (Kraaijenbrink and50

others, 2017).51

The smooth down-glacier increase in debris thickness, and corresponding decline of the surface ablation52

rate as discussed above, provide only a first order description of the debris-effect (Benn and Lehmkuhl,53

2000; Scherler and others, 2011a; Banerjee and Shankar, 2013). The role of several other complicating54

factors, e.g., the presence of numerous thermokarst ephemeral ponds and cliffs that increase local melt-rate55
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Fig. 1. A map of Satopanth Glacier (30.73N, 79.32E; the central Himalaya) showing the glacier boundary (thick

black line), debris extent (shaded areas), and location of ablation stakes (filled circles). The size of the circles denote

the debris thickness value (in cm). The debris-covered area is partitioned into five different that are shown here (see

text for details). 100m surface elevation contours are plotted with thin blue lines, with thicker lines highlighting 4000,

4500, 5000, 5500, and 6000 m contour lines.

(Reynolds, 2000; Sakai and others, 2000; Miles and others, 1993), vertical and horizontal variation of the56

thermal properties of debris (Nicholson and Benn, 2013; Rowan and others, 2018), random short-scale57

spatial variation of debris thickness (Mihalcea and others, 2006; Zhang and others, 2011; Nicholson and58

Mertes, 2017; Rounce and others, 2018), and the accumulation contribution from avalanches (Laha and59

others, 2017) need to be quantified for accurate surface mass-balance estimates on any typical debris-covered60

Himalayan glacier. The standard glaciological mass-balance measurement protocol (Kaser and others, 2003)61

may not be designed to handle some of the above issues. Among the complications listed above, random62

spatial fluctuation of supraglacial debris thickness, and its implication on glacier mass balance have been63

highlighted only recently (Nicholson and others, 2018). The ablation rate variability due to the spatially64

fluctuating debris thickness is likely to be a significant limiting factor for the accuracy of glaciological mass-65

balance measurements on debris-covered glaciers, as estimation of glacier-wide mean specific ablation from66
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observation at a finite set of stakes assumes that ablation rate is determined solely by elevation (Cogley,67

1999).68

In this paper, field data from debris-covered Satopanth Glacier (Central Himalaya, India) are used to69

investigate the effects of spatial fluctuation of debris thickness on the accuracy of glaciological mass-balance70

estimates. A possible alternative protocol for mass-balance estimation over the debris-covered ablation71

zone is proposed and tested. We analyse 1,100 approximately bi-weekly measurements of ablation rate at a72

network of up to 56 bamboo stakes over the ablation seasons of 2015, 2016, and 2017. Debris-thickness data73

from 191 pits dug on glacier surface are used to study the debris-thickness distribution. We interpolate74

the observed point-scale ablation rates as a function of I) elevation, and II) debris thickness at the stakes.75

The interpolated values for each of the measurement periods were then averaged over glacier hypsometry76

(method-I, the standard glaciological method) and the zonal debris-thickness distribution (method-II),77

respectively, to obtain two estimates of the total ablation over the debris-covered area. The reliability of78

both the regression methods are quantified, the estimated mean sub-debris ablation obtained from both79

the methods are compared, and uncertainties in the estimates are analysed. Possible biases in the ablation80

estimates as a function of the number of stakes used are investigated for the two methods.81

2. GLACIOLOGICAL MASS BALANCE MEASUREMENT AND DEBRIS COVER82

Glaciological mass balance estimation is one of the most basic and fundamental tools in glaciology. This83

relatively simple and robust method estimates the mean specific mass balance of a glacier using observations84

of ablation rates at a network of relatively small (∼ 5− 15) number of stakes (Fountain and Vecchia, 1999;85

Kaser and others, 2003). In one of precribed procedure (Kaser and others, 2003), the stake data are fitted86

to a quadratic curve as function of elevation, and then averaged over the corresponding area-elevation87

distribution (Kaser and others, 2003) to obtain total (or mean) ablation. Interestingly, the number of88

stakes required is largely independent of the size of the glacier as long as its area is . 10 km2 (Fountain89

and Vecchia, 1999). The robustness of the method relies upon strongly correlated surface ablation rates at90

locations within the same elevation band (Cogley, 1999). An alternative procedure (Kaser and others, 2003)91

involves preparing a contour-map of net mass balance based on the stake data. Here, detailed knowledge92

of local field conditions could be incorporated to improve the accuracy of the estimate.93

The presence of extensive supraglacial debris cover poses several problems for the above glaciological94

mass-balance estimation method so that the standard mass-balance manual (Kaser and others, 2003)95

advises against choosing debris-covered glacier for glaciological mass-balance measurements: “It is most96
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convenient if the glacier is free of debris cover. A debris cover, usually limited to the tongues, complicates97

the interpretation of the climate- glacier interaction. Besides of this theoretical consideration the installation98

and maintenance of an ablation network (stakes) is difficult. Even if it was installed, the regular visits to such99

a stake in the middle of more or less loose boulders of each size is dangerous” (Kaser and others, 2003). Apart100

from these practical considerations, a major issue with the standard glaciological method is that it does101

not take into account the random spatial variability of debris thickness. While supraglacial debris thickness102

increases systematically downglacier and thus, may be correlated with elevation on glaciers with simple103

geometry (Anderson and Anderson, 2016), a relatively large local variability of debris thickness is known104

to be present at any given elevation band (Nicholson and others, 2018). This random variability of debris105

thickness would lead to a corresponding large variability in the ablation rate within each elevation band,106

so that data from an individual stake may not represent the total ablation in the corresponding elevation107

band. Moreover, because of the non-linear dependence of ablation rate on debris-thickness (Østrem, 1959),108

mean debris thickness in a elevation band can not be used to estimate mean melt rate (Nicholson and109

others, 2018). The contour map based extrapolation of stake data can be more accurate as field knowledge110

of large-scale debris-thickness variation may be incorporated into the calculation. However, the local-scale111

debris thickness variability discussed above would still be an issue.112

For a rough estimate of the magnitude of the effects of debris variability on ablation rate, let us assume113

the following form for the variation of ablation rate b with debris thickness d (Evatt and others, 2013;114

Anderson and Anderson, 2016),115

b(d) =
b0

1 + d/d0
. (1)

Here, b0 is the ablation rate on debris-free ice, and d0 (∼ 10 cm) is a characteristic debris-thickness scale116

(Anderson and Anderson, 2016). The above formula implies that a possible variation of debris thickness117

from, say about 10 cm to 1 m can reduce the ablation rate by a factor of about 6. Similar variation in118

ablation rate for clean ice Himalayan glaciers with typical mass balance gradients (∼ 0.6 m w.e. yr−1119

100 m−1) would correspond to an elevation change of about a thousand meters (Azam and others, 2018).120

Therefore, on a debris-covered glacier both the systematic variation of debris thickness along the length121

of the glacier, and its large-amplitude short-scale spatial fluctuations (Nicholson and others, 2018), can122

potentially mask the elevation dependence of mass balance. The systematic down-glacier variation of mean123

debris thickness may be correlated with elevation, and usually leads to an inverted mass-balance gradient124
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in debris-covered glaciers (Benn and Lehmkuhl, 2000). However, the accuracy of the standard glaciological125

method that uses elevation-dependent regression curve may be quite susceptible to the effects of random126

short-scale large-amplitude spatial variability of the debris thickness. These random local fluctuations127

in debris thickness may have to be characterised, and taken into account while interpolating the point128

measurements at stakes over the total debris-covered ablation zone. Otherwise, biases may be introduced129

in the interpolated ablation estimates (Nicholson and others, 2018).
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Fig. 2. (a) Area-elevation distribution of clean-ice area, debris-covered area and glacier area, with elevation binsize of

100 m. (b) Variation of debris thickness on Satopanth Glacier. Different symbol colour represents subzones marked in

Fig.1, with open symbols representing individual measurement of debris thickness. The mean and standard deviation

of the debris thickness in each zone is shown solid symbol with bars.

130

3. STUDY AREA131

Satopanth Glacier (30.73N, 79.32E) is a relatively large debris-covered glacier in the Garhwal region of132

the central Himalaya (India). It has a total area of about 19 km2, of which around 60% is debris covered.133

The glacier spans a large elevation range of 3900 m to 6200 m, with the debris cover starting at elevation134

of around 4500 to 4700 m depending on location. The debris layer is up to a meter or more in thickness,135

and has an extent of about 11 km2. This debris is mostly derived from weathering of large and steep136

headwall and sidewalls of the glacier (Banerjee and Wani, 2018). Frequent avalanches and rockfalls efficiently137

transport the debris onto the glacier. These avalanches, in fact, contribute to the majority of accumulation138

in this glacier (Laha and others, 2017). The slope of the glacier in the debris-covered part is relatively139

gentle. However, the clean-ice area above 4700m or so is very steep, and is inaccessible to us because of140

the presence of ice-falls, and the danger of frequent avalanching. All of our ablation measurements are,141

therefore, confined below 4700 m level.142
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Existing records suggest that the glacier is in a retreating phase since at least 1936, with an average frontal143

retreat rate of about 6 m yr−1(Nainwal and others, 2016). It has a relatively stagnant lower ablation zone,144

with ice flow speeds of less than 5 m yr−1. The lower ablation zone has been thinning at the rate of about145

0.4 m per year over the past half a century or so (Nainwal and others, 2016).146

All of the above characteristics are quite typical of debris-covered glaciers in the Himalaya (Scherler and147

others, 2011a), and Satopanth Glacier can be considered a representative debris-covered Himalayan glacier.148

4. FIELD DATA149

Glaciological mass-balance measurement on Satopanth Glacier was initiated in the ablation season of 2014150

with a small number of bamboo stakes, and is continuing until now with the network being extended to151

up to about 60 stakes. Most of the stakes are arranged into 10 transverse lines at the main trunk below152

4600m elevation, and a few lines across some of the tributaries. Each of these lines consists of about five153

stakes. Most of the stakes are in the debris-covered parts, with measured debris thickness at stake locations154

varying between 0.02 m to 1.14 m.155

To install the stakes, we dug pits in the supraglacial debris exposing the glacial ice, drilled holes into156

the ice using a Heucke steam drill, and inserted bamboo stakes. Each stake is approximately 2 m in length157

and depending on location up to 3 stakes, joined by binding wire, were inserted into the drill hole. After158

installation the pits were back-filled with debris. Subsequently, the height of the stakes above the debris159

surface was monitored biweekly, with an accuracy of about 2 cm (Fig. B1). Due to the size of the glacier,160

each set of measurements took about two to three days to complete depending on weather conditions. The161

stake positions were monitored using a pair of Trimble R6 Global Navigation Satellite System receivers.162

One specific problem encountered due to the local variability of debris thickness was that once a stake163

was about to melt out, it was not possible to install a stake at a nearby location with the same debris164

thickness and maintain continuity of the ablation data from that location. The nearby locations would165

invariably have different debris thickness values, and thus, different ablation rates. Also, debris interfered166

with stability of the stakes in various ways. For example, the bottom of the debris layer was typically167

saturated with meltwater, and would cause some of the stakes to rot and break. This problem could be168

mitigated by using painted stakes. Sometimes a stake would not fall off even when they have fully melted169

out of the ice, remaining planted in the thick debris instead. However, such cases could be identified because170

these stakes, once melted out of the ice, yielded a vanishingly low ablation rate. Overall, due to issues like171
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lost or broken stakes, delay in re-installing fallen stakes, bad weather conditions, equipment malfunctions172

etc. several data gaps have crept in our records.173

In each ablation season, we began our periodic measurements during the last week of May and continue174

till the end of October. In the beginning of ablation period to measure the ablation of sub-debris ice, we175

kept to the snow-free stakes in the lower part of the glacier, and progressively moved up as upper stakes176

become snow free. Depending on year, by mid June to beginning of July, all the stakes become accessible.177

The pits dug for installation of stakes and re-installation of fallen stakes were utilised to measure the178

debris thickness distribution. Until now, we have measured debris thickness at 191 locations. However, these179

pits are not uniformly distributed across the glacier ablation zone. They are mostly in the neighbourhood180

of the stakes along the transverse transects mentioned above (See Fig. 1).181

5. DATA ANALYSIS182

5.1. Characterisation of the spatial variability of debris-thickness183

To estimate debris-thickness distribution, we binned the thickness data from the pits. The bin sizes varied184

from 5 cm for thin debris to 10, 15, and 25 cm as debris thickens (Fig. B2). This does not compromise185

the accuracy of mass-balance estimates as the variation of ablation rate with debris thickness is weaker186

for thicker debris (eq. 1). To analyse the variability of debris distribution at smaller spatial scales, we187

partitioned the entire debris-covered ablation zone into five subzones, such that for each of these subzones188

we have at least about 30 point-measurements of debris thickness available (Fig. 1), which were used to189

compute the frequency distribution of debris thickness at each of the subzones (Fig. B2). We acknowledge190

that the choice of the zone boundaries are somewhat arbitrary and that adds to the uncertainty in the mass191

balance computation. Accordingly, we considered a large (30%) uncertainty in the area of the subzones192

while estimating the errors in our computation of sub-debris ablation as described later.193

5.2. Outliers in the ablation rate data194

We have removed a few outliers in the stake data before further analysis. Some of the outliers are related195

to broken or melted-out stakes. Due to the thick debris layer, a few of the stakes remained standing196

after melting out and showed spuriously low or zero ablation rate. Some of the outliers were also due197

to likely mistakes while taking the reading manually. We tried to maintain photographic records of each198

measurement with scale, and a few mistakes could be corrected using such photographs. However, in some199

cases the quality of the field photographs were not good enough or photographs could not be taken, and we200
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Table 1. A summary of ablation data from the debris-covered part, and estimates of mean sub-debris ablation rate

using method-I that uses elevation-dependent interpolation (bI) and method-II that uses debris-thickness-dependent

interpolation (bII). See text for further details. Note that total observation period for each of the years are given

in Julian day, and values of root mean square of fit residuals (RMSD) and adjusted R2 are averaged over all the

observations.

Year Total Num. Total Total Mean bI RMSD Adj. bII RMSD Adj.

obs. of stakes num. of records (cm d−1) (cm d−1) R2 (cm d−1) (cm d−1) R2

period Obs. used records per obs.

2015 148–282 8 55 262 32 1.25± 0.14 0.60 0.75 1.52± 0.20 0.41 0.88

2016 142–298 11 73 383 34 1.35± 0.17 0.77 0.76 1.70± 0.30 0.52 0.89

2017 145–297 10 83 334 33 1.56± 0.17 0.60 0.80 1.51± 0.20 0.45 0.89

preferred to discard the individual observations in case it showed unusually large deviations compared to201

neighbouring stakes. Finally, we have 262, 383, and 334 ablation measurements available from the debris-202

covered ablation zone during the ablation season of 2015, 2016, and 2017, respectively. The number of203

ablation rate measurements from the debris-free part of the glacier is 24, 70, and 45, respectively.204

5.3. Relative performance of elevation and debris-thickness dependent205

parameterisations of ablation rate206

The previous discussions on the influence of elevation and debris-thickness variability indicate that the best207

method to obtain an accurate estimate of local sub-debris ablation rate anywhere in the debris-covered208

ablation zone would be to parameterise ablation as a function of both elevation and debris thickness.209

In practice, however, utility of such a method is limited as, for example, one needs the joint probability210

distribution of both elevation and debris thickness to obtain glacier wide mean ablation. While, elevation211

distribution may easily be obtained with remote-sensing methods, it is difficult to obtain the debris-212

thickness distribution within each of the elevation bands. With field methods it is practically impossible to213

get the distribution for each elevation band as that would require digging a very large number of pits. The214

remote-sensing methods to determine debris thickness either do not work well in the thick debris (& 50cm)215

limit, or have significantly large uncertainty in this limit (Rounce and others, 2018). A way out of this216
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problem is possible in case either the variability of elevation or that of debris-thickness has a dominant217

control over the local ablation rate variability - Then point-scale ablation data can be parameterised as218

function of a single variable only, and the knowledge of the distribution of that specific variable is sufficient219

to compute glacier-wide ablation.220

To check whether it is the local elevation or the debris thickness that has stronger controls observed221

ablation rate variation, we fitted all the ablation data for any given observation period separately to222

an elevation-dependent and a debris-dependent function. Following standard glaciological protocol, the223

elevation-dependent form (bz(z)) was taken to be a quadratic polynomial in elevation (Kaser and others,224

2003). The debris-dependent(bd(d)) fit function was assumed to be of the form given in eq. (1) (Anderson225

and Anderson, 2016). To quantify the goodness of the fits, we computed the root-mean-squared deviations226

(RMSD) of the observed versus fitted ablation rates over all the data points. The adjusted R2 for each of the227

fits were also computed and compared between the methods. We also analysed the correlation coefficients228

among debris thickness, elevation and ablation rate.229

5.4. Computation of mean specific ablation over the debris-covered area with230

elevation-dependent interpolation (method-I)231

We denote the standard glaciological mass-balance estimation protocol (Kaser and others, 2003) as method-232

I. Here, for each of the measurement periods (ti − ∆ti, ti), we collated all the available stake data from233

the debris covered portion of the ablation zone, and fitted them to a smooth (three-parameter) quadratic234

function of elevation bz(z, ti) (eg, Fig. 3a). The mean specific ablation rate is obtained by averaging over235

the hypsometry of the debris-covered part of the ablation zone and over all the measurement periods as236

follows,237

bI =

∑
j

Aj

∑
i

bz(zj , ti)∆ti

 /
∑
i

∑
j

Aj∆ti, (2)

where, Aj is the map area within the elevation band (zj , zj + ∆z).238

To estimate the uncertainty in bI due to the corresponding uncertainties in measurement of ablation at239

the stakes and that in the area-elevation distribution, we employed a Monte Carlo method. We repeated240

the steps outlined above 1000 times, but each time adding an independent zero-mean Gaussian noise to241

the individual observations of ablation, and the area fraction at each bin. The Gaussian noise in ablation242

data was assumed to have a standard deviation equal to twice the estimated measurement uncertainty243
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of each stake-height observation (estimated to be ∼ 2 cm). Similarly, a nominal 20% uncertainty in244

area-elevation distribution were incorporated with the latter random noise. This uncertainty is partly245

due to the uncertainty in mapping the glacier boundary (particularly in the debris-covered parts), and246

due the uncertainty in Cartosat-1 digital elevation model (https://bhuvan.nrsc.gov.in). Another source of247

uncertainty in the estimated total ablation was the uncertainties in the smooth quadratic fit function bz.248

For each elevation bin, the RMSDs of the observed values from the fitted curve were averaged over the249

measurements periods, and this mean RMSD was assumed to be the corresponding prediction errors for250

each of the elevation bins. Again, a zero-mean random Gaussian noise with standard deviation equalling251

the mean RMSD was added to the interpolated values in the Monte Carlo. Twice the standard deviation252

of the set of 1000 bI -values obtained in the Monte Carlo procedure was taken to be the 2σ uncertainty253

estimates.

Fig. 3. Figure (a), and (b) show examples of smooth functions bI(z) and bII(d) fitted to the same ablation data set

(Year 2016, Julian day 187±1). In sub-figure (a) symbol colors denote debris thickness, and in sub-figure (b) symbol

colors represent elevation. See text for detailed discussion.

254

5.5. Computation of mean specific ablation over the debris-covered area with255

debris-thickness-dependent interpolation (method-II)256

For the debris-covered part of the ablation zone, we used an alternative method where point-scale ablation-257

rate data were interpolated as a smooth function of debris thickness only. We denote this proposed method258

as method-II. In method-II, all the observed ablation rates in a given observation period were fitted to259

a smooth debris-thickness dependent function bd(d). We chose bd(d) to be of the form eq. 1 following260

Anderson and Anderson (2016). The parameters b0 and d0 were obtained separately for each observation261
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period (denoted by i). RMSD of the residuals, and R2 were computed to quantify the goodness of fit. Then,262

to obtain the mean sub-debris melt, the fitted bd for each of the periods were averaged over the distribution263

of area having debris-thickness value in a given range. To obtain the area distribution, we used the five264

subzones (Fig. 1) and the frequency distribution of the debris thickness in each of these zones (Fig. B2).265

The mean specific ablation rate over the debris-covered ablation zone was then computed as,266

bII =

∑
j,n

An
j

∑
i

bd(dj , ti)∆ti

 /
∑
j,n

∑
i

An
j ∆ti, (3)

where, An
j are the area with debris thickness values in the range (dj , dj + ∆dj) for the n-th subzone (see267

Fig. 1 for definition of the subzones).268

The uncertainty in mean specific ablation estimates (bII) due to measurement and mapping errors, and269

prediction errors in the fitted forms were computed with 1000 Monte Carlo iterations with addition of270

appropriate Gaussian noise as described above. The width of the noise in the ablation rate was again271

assumed to be 4 cm. The prediction errors due to fitting were simulated in a similar manner using the272

RMSD for each debris-thickness bin, that were averaged over all measurement periods. Since, demarcation273

of the subzones is somewhat arbitrary, a larger 30% noise was added to the coefficients (An
j ). Within each274

subzone, the debris distribution was recomputed in each Monte Carlo step by adding a zero-mean Gaussian275

noise with a standard deviation of 4 cm to the debris thickness value. Finally, the standard deviation of276

the 1000 independent estimates as obtained in the Monte Carlo procedure was used to estimate the 2σ277

uncertainty in bII .278

5.6. Biases due to number of stakes used279

We have investigated the robustness of estimated bI and bII with respect to the number of stakes used280

by a Monte Carlo method with repeated computation of the two quantities with randomly chosen subsets281

of all the available stakes. First, we computed the net ablation rate over the debris-covered parts of the282

ablation zone with all the available stakes (N) using both the methods (I and II) following the procedure283

described above. Then, the net ablation computation for both the methods were repeated 300 times for284

randomly chosen subsets of 3N/4, N/2 and N/4 stakes. In case, the randomly chosen subset of stakes285

did not have a single observation in any of the measurement intervals, that subset was ignored. The286

distributions of the estimates for bI and bII for each of the sample sizes were then analysed to investigate287
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the possible uncertainties and biases in the result obtained as a function the number of stakes used for288

both the methods.289

5.7. Calculation of net specific mass balance for the whole glacier290

As discussed before, Satopanth is not an ideal glacier for mass-balance studies (Kaser and others, 2003) at291

least on three counts: 1) The presence of extensive supraglacial debris, 2) very strong avalanche contribution292

to mass balance, and 3) inaccessibility of the upper ablation zone and accumulation zone. These problems293

are quite typical in the Himalayan debris-covered glaciers (Laha and others, 2017), often making it difficult294

to estimate the corresponding net balance accurately (Azam and others, 2018). For Satopanth Glacier,295

the long-term mean of avalanche contribution to mass balance has been estimated (Laha and others,296

2017). However, its inter-annual variation, which is likely to be significant, are not known. In addition, our297

data from the clean-ice areas were from a small number (5−9) of stakes that spanned a limited elevation298

range of only about 150 m due to the inaccessibility of the upper reaches. These factors impeded an299

accurate estimation of net annual balance of the glacier. Nevertheless, we have obtained rough estimates300

of the net specific balance of the glacier using available data by extrapolation. We acknowledge that large301

extrapolation errors in the reported values are quite likely, and such extrapolation errors are difficult to302

estimate as well. The following procedure was used to obtain the approximate net specific balance. A303

smooth fit to the limited clean-ice ablation data as a function of both elevation and time was constructed.304

To do that, all the data from a given year were fitted separately to a linear z-dependent mass-balance profile305

(b1(z)), and a fourth-order polynomial in time (b2(t)). For the elevation-dependent fit the stake-level data306

were binned with a binsize of 25 m before fitting. Subsequently, these two fitted functions were utilised to307

construct the following smooth interpolating function,308

bc(z, t) = b2(t) + b1(z) − b1(z0). (4)

Here, z0 was tuned to minimise the total squared misfit with respect to all the observed clean-ice ablation309

rate in a ablation season. The RMSD of the fits were computed to obtain a measure of uncertainty of the fits.310

The values predicted by the best-fit smooth form (eq. 4) were plotted against the corresponding observed311

ones to visually inspect the fit quality as well. Finally, the fitted function (eq. 4) was averaged over the312

total melt season, using the area-elevation distribution of the clean-ice region. We extrapolated the clean-313

ice melt data, with a cut-off of 150 cm/yr in net accumulation (Laha and others, 2017). The net specific314
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balance for the whole glacier was obtained by averaging the melt estimates for debris-covered and debris-315

free parts, weighted by the corresponding area fractions. The available estimate of the long-term avalanche316

contribution to accumulation (Laha and others, 2017) was added to the result to obtain the reported317

estimates of net specific balance of Satopanth glacier. We re-emphasise that due to the the possible large318

extrapolation errors the net specific ablation estimates are rather uncertain, and the obtained values are319

only rough estimates. However, we checked the consistency of these estimates with available decadal-scale320

geodetic mass balance(Brun and others, 2017). We also compare the estimates of mass-balance gradient321

and ELA, and their interrelationship to those of neighbouring glaciers where such data is available.322

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS323

6.1. Spatial variability of debris-thickness324

The measured debris thickness values in the pits ranged from a couple of cm to more than 100 cm, with a325

highest observed debris thickness of 114 cm. In general, the debris layer thickened downglacier (Fig. 2b).326

The mean debris thickness of the five subzones defined in Fig. 1 increased with decreasing mean elevation,327

varying from 7 cm to 61 cm. This trend of a general downglacier increase in debris thickness is also evident328

from the fact the debris thickness and elevation at all the 191 pits were anti-correlated with a correlation329

coefficient of −0.64 (p < 0.0001).330

The above increase of the local mean of debris thickness downglacier is accompanied by a comparable331

increase in the local variability of debris thickness. The standard deviation of debris thickness within each of332

the subzones increased along with with the corresponding mean, such that it was at least half the mean or333

more (Fig. 2b). To give an example, in the lowermost subzone, the observed debris-thickness varied between334

2 cm and 114 cm, with a mean of 61 cm and a standard deviation of 30 cm. The observed debris-thickness335

distribution in each of the subzones are given in the supplementary Fig. B2.336

This trend of nearly monotonic downglacier increase of both the mean debris thickness and its local337

spatial variability, is consistent with data from other debris-covered glaciers in the Himalaya and elsewhere338

(Mihalcea and others, 2006; Zhang and others, 2011; Nicholson and Mertes, 2017; Banerjee and Wani, 2018;339

Nicholson and others, 2018). The increasing trend of the local mean debris thickness has been explained in340

terms of the emergence of englacial debris, and the decline of glacier ice-flow velocity towards the terminus341

(Kirkbride and Deline, 2013; Anderson and Anderson, 2016, 2018). However, a theoretical understanding342

or model reproduction of the fluctuating part of the debris-thickness distribution discussed above is not343
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Table 2. A summary of ablation data from the clean-ice parts of Satopanth Glacier and estimates of mean ablation

rate over the clean ice area. The estimated net specific balance of the glacier are also listed. Note that total observation

period for each of the years are given in Julian day. See text for further details and clarifications.

Year Total Total Total Ablation ELA Clean-ice Net

obs. stakes num. of gradient (m) ablation balance

period used records (m yr−1 per 100 m) (cm d−1) (m w.e. yr−1)

2015 186–260 5 24 0.8 5200 2.3± 0.2 −0.2± 0.6

2016 159–277 9 70 0.6 5480 2.4± 0.2 −0.8± 0.6

2017 167–296 8 45 0.6 5430 2.6± 0.2 −0.6± 0.6

available at present. A critical role of gravity-driven non-diffusive debris redistribution processes, induced344

by the dynamic thermokarst topography that characterises the debris-covered ablation zone, is expected in345

creating and maintaining the observed inhomogeneous debris distribution (Moore, 2018; Nicholson and346

others, 2018). A detailed characterisation of the fluctuating part of the debris distribution would be347

presented in a subsequent paper.348

6.2. Dependence of mass balance on elevation vis-a-vis debris thickness349

Our analysis showed that the debris-thickness dependent smooth function bb(d) provided a better350

description of the mass balance variation than the elevation-dependent function bz(z) (Fig. 3 and351

supplementary Figs. B2 to B7) for all the observation periods, in the sense that the former obtains352

systematically higher R2 for the fits. The ablation rate for any given period showed a larger scatter around353

the elevation-dependent fitted forms than the debris-thickness dependent forms. All the fitted profiles for354

all the three years are given in Supplementary Figs. B2 to B7 conform to this general trend. With debris-355

thickness dependent fits, the mean RMSD over all the fits in a year varied between 0.41 to 0.52 cm d−1356

among the three years. In comparison, the corresponding RMSDs with elevation-dependent fits were about357

50% higher, with mean values ranging between 0.60 to 0.77 cm d−1 for the years 2015, 2016, and 2017.358

The debris-thickness dependent fits obtained systematically smaller adjusted-R2 as well (Table 1). These359

trends indicate that the variation of ablation rate over the debris-covered parts of Satopanth Glacier is360

better described by the debris-dependent form bd than the elevation dependent form bz.361
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Fig. 4. The distribution of estimated sub-debris specific ablation over the ablation zone of Satopanth Glacier as

computed using method-I and method-II for the three years. Horizontal axis denotes the number of stakes used in

the calculations. Either all the N stakes, or 300 random subsets with 3N/4, N/2 and N/4 stakes each were used to

compute the mean sub-debris ablation rate. Values of N were 55, 73, and 83 for 2015, 2016 and 2017, respectively.

The vertical bars depict the spread of the distribution from 5 to 95 percentile. The black dots represent the median

value. Horizontal orange lines show the 2σ confidence band for the estimated ablation rate (see Table 1) for reference.

In addition, the correlation between variation of debris-thickness and that of ablation rate was362

systematically stronger (−0.53 to −0.57; p < 0.0001) than that between the variations of elevation and363
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ablation rates (0.32 to 0.44,p < 0.0001) for all the three years. This strengthens the above claim that local364

debris thickness is a better predictor of local ablation rate.365

The improved accuracy obtained with the debris-thickness dependent fitting functions in smooth-366

ing/interpolating the sub-debris ablation data makes a strong case for using method-II which interpolates367

ablation rate as a function of debris thickness alone for each of the observation periods to compute mean368

sub-debris ablation. In fact, in this method the weaker elevation dependence of ablation rate is implicitly369

taken in to account to some extent due to the anti-correlated variation of elevation and debris-thickness370

observed (a correlation coefficient of −0.64, p < 0.0001).371

Since, the overall properties of the debris-thickness distribution of Satopanth Glacier is similar to that of372

other debris-covered Himalayan glaciers as discussed in the previous subsection, it may be expected that373

the debris-thickness dependent interpolation would in general be a more accurate method on debris-covered374

ablation zone of other glaciers as well. As mentioned before, an interpolation method that uses the joint375

distribution of elevation and debris may be more accurate. However, from a practical point of view, it376

may be difficult to obtain accurate debris-thickness distribution for each of the elevation bands through377

field measurements due to logistical issues. Remote-sensing methods can be useful, but they are not very378

accurate in the thick-debris limit (Rounce and others, 2018). In this context, method-II presented here may379

be a good compromise.380

6.3. Mean sub-debris ablation using method-I and method-II381

Method-I, which the standard glaciological method where ablation rates were interpolated as a function382

of elevation (eq. 2), yielded mean ablation rate of 1.25 ± 0.14, 1.35 ± 0.17, and 1.56 ± 0.17cm d−1 for the383

ablation season of 2015, 2016 and 2017, respectively, over the debris-covered part of the ablation zone.384

While with method-II, which is based on a debris-thickness dependent interpolation (eq. 3), the estimated385

mean sub-debris ablation for these three years were 1.52 ± 0.20, 1.70 ± 0.30, and 1.51 ± 0.20 cm d−1. The386

distribution of the values of generated in the Monte Carlo for the two methods are shown in supplementary387

Fig. B9.388

Despite the tighter fits obtained with the debris-dependent interpolation scheme used in method-II, the389

differences between the estimates obtained in the two methods are not significant when the uncertainties in390

the corresponding values are considered (Table 1). For the ablation seasons of 2015 and 2016, the estimated391

values of bI are about 20–25% smaller than corresponding estimates of bII , while for 2017, bI is a few percent392

higher than bII . However, none of these differences are significant given the uncertainties present in the393
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estiamates. This implies that the empirical elevation-dependent quadratic smooth interpolating function394

does well in prediciting the mean ablation in any elevation band, even as it does not capture the variabilty395

of ablation rate within that elevation band. This could be because of the relatively large number of stakes396

used in this study, so that within each elevation band a few stakes with different debris thickness are397

available (Fig. B3-B5). The arrangement of stakes along transverse lines (Fig. 1) also helps in sampling398

the debris distribution within a elevation band better. If these arguments are correct, then discernible399

differences between estimates from the two methods may be present when data from only a few stakes are400

available. This is discussed in the next subsection.401

We also note that despite the better fits to ablation data obtained in method-II, the relative uncertainties402

are somewhat higher in this method (13-18%) as compared to that in method-I (11-13%). This is likely403

related to possible large uncertainties in partitioning the debris-covered area into the subzones, and the404

limited number of debris-thickness measurements (∼30) that are available for each of the subzones. The405

uncertainties of the method-II estimates would be brought down further with more detailed measurement406

of the debris-thickness distribution over the ablation zone.407

6.4. Accuracy of the estimates as a function of the number of stakes408

The total number of stakes where some ablation data were available (N) varied from 55 to 83 (Table 1). We409

note that this includes reinstalled stakes and the number of stakes available for any observation period was410

relatively smaller. The mean number of stakes in different observation periods was ∼ 30 (Table 1). In the411

numerical experiments, where only a fraction of available stakes were used for the ablation rate calculations,412

the estimated ablation for any given random subset of the data had biases for both the methods. Both413

positive and negative biases were observed depending on the chosen random subset, and the biases were414

systematically larger as the number of stakes used went down from N to N/4. For method-I, using 3N/4415

stakes the estimates were within the uncertainty band of ablation estimated with the full data set (Fig. 4)416

for 2015 and 2017. Only in 2016 some of the random subsets underestimate the mean ablation significantly.417

The observed deviations in this method were always significant for N/2 stakes. For method-II, the spread418

in the estimates from random subsets of the stakes were in general smaller compared to that in method-I.419

Here, even the subsets with N/2 stakes produced estimates that are within the uncertainty band (except420

in 2016). Only with N/4 stakes significant underestimation of mean ablation was observed for method-II.421

Generally larger uncertainties in 2016 may be related to the two observation periods where data from only422

about 10 stakes are available (Figs. B3 and B6).423
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As discussed in the previous subsection, debris-dependent fits work significantly better than the424

corresponding elevation-dependent forms. However, that did not translate to any significant differences425

between the net balance estimates from the two methods. In this context, the set of estimates using smaller426

subsets of the whole data as described above establishes a clear advantage of method-II over method-I.427

The method-II estimates are seen to be much more robust to a reduction in the number of stakes used.428

This is a consequence of the tighter fits obtained with the debris-dependent parameterisation. In contrast,429

the elevation-dependent smoothing procedure is able to capture the mean ablation in any given elevation430

band accurately only when a relatively large number of data points are available. With a small number of431

stakes the fluctuation caused by the variability of debris thickness does not get averaged out, resulting in432

possibly large bias in the mean ablation estimated using method-I as compared to that from method-II.433

Based on our analysis, an optimal strategy to measure ablation over debris-covered ablation zone with434

an area of ∼ 10 km2, is to use about 20 to 30 stakes (i.e., 2-3 stakes per km2). The key to an accurate435

ablation estimate is covering a range of debris thickness values and a careful mapping of the debris-thickness436

distribution. Note that with a smaller sized debris-covered glacier, the total number of stakes cannot be437

reduced proportionately, as sampling the range of debris-thickness values would become an issue. Another438

important point is to maintain the continuity of measurements - An observation period with a large number439

of missing stakes can be detrimental to the accuracy of the estimate.440

6.5. Net balance for the whole glacier441

The approximate net specific balance of Satopanth Glacier for each of the balance years was obtained by442

combining observed ablation in the debris-covered part, extrapolated specific balance over the clean-ice443

area, and the long-term avalanche strength estimate for the glacier (1.8± 0.5 m w.e./yr (Laha and others,444

2017)). The estimated net specific balance values were −0.2±0.6, −0.8±0.6, and −0.6±0.6 m w.e. yr−1 for445

the year 2015, 2016, and 2017, respectively. Here, we have assumed ice density of 900 kg m−1. It is notable446

that the mean specific ablation rate over the clean-ice area (2.3 − 2.4 cm d−1; see Table 2) is significantly447

larger than the corresponding sub-debris specific ablation (1.5 − 1.7 cm d−1; see Table 1), despite the448

relatively lower elevation of the debris-covered area. This is consistent with the strong insulating effects of449

the supraglacial debris layer discussed at the outset.450

It was observed that the smoothing/fitting procedure adopted for the clean-ice region provided a451

reasonable description of the variability of ablation rate as a function of both time and elevation (Fig. B10452

-B.12), with RMSD varying between 0.5 to 0.8 cm d−1. In addition, the estimated net mass balance values453
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compared well with other independent measurements. For example, the mean mass balance of −0.5±0.6 m454

w.e. yr−1 over the three years was comparable to the geodetic thinning rate of 0.52 m yr−1 for Satopanth455

Glacier over the period of 2000 to 2016 as computed using data from Brun and others (2017). It was also456

consistent with reported thinning rate of 0.4 m yr−1 over the lower ablation zone of the glacier between457

1962 to 2013.458

The estimated equilibrium line altitude (ELA) at Satopanth Glacier during the observation period varied459

between 5200 m to 5480 m (Table 2) with a mean value of 5370 m. The mean ELA at Satopanth Glacier460

is somewhat higher than the observed mean ELA in the four other central Himalayan glaciers that are461

within about 50km radius. For example, mean ELA of 5066, 5068, 4588 and 4845 m have been reported for462

Dokriani, Chorabari, Tipra, and Dunagiri Glaciers (Pratap and others, 2016). This could be indicative of463

possible large differences in local precipitation due to the complex topography. Relatively high mean ELA464

in the range of 5534 m to 5625 m were also reported in Mera, Pokalde, and West Changri Nup Glaciers465

in Khumbu region. A relatively large inter-annual variability of ELA (∼ 150 m) is a feature common to466

both Satopanth and Mera Glaciers (Sherpa and others, 2017), though only three data points are available467

for Satopanth Glacier. In contrast, the reported inter-annual variability of ELA at the four glaciers nearby468

Satopanth Glacier were relatively low, e.g. only 9 m on Chorabari Glacier (Pratap and others, 2016).469

The annual estimates of net balance and ELA for Satopanth glacier showed a strongly linear relationship470

(supplementary Fig. A13). This may be interpreted as a sign of the reliability of net balance estimate471

(Azam and others, 2018). Among the glaciers mentioned above only Dokriani, Mera and Pokalde Glacier472

show similar anticorrelations between ELA and net balance. An extrapolation of observed the linear trend473

showed that a ELA value of about 5050 m would correspond to zero net balance of Satopanth Glacier.474

The estimated net specific balance of Satopanth glacier during 2015 matched with the preliminary475

estimate reported by Laha and others (2017). The previous estimate was obtained with data from only 40476

stakes that had continuous record over the whole ablation season. In particular, clean ice melt was available477

only from two stakes. Two linear profiles were fitted separately to clean-ice and sub-debris melt data and478

these were averaged over the clean and debris-covered area, respectively, to compute to total melt. We479

consider the present method of net balance estimation more accurate, although the value remains the same480

as reported earlier (Laha and others, 2017).481
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7. CONCLUSIONS482

We measured surface ablation on debris-covered Satopanth Glacier (central Himalaya) using a network of483

up to 56 stakes during the ablation season of 2015, 2016, and 2017. The debris-thickness distribution484

was also obtained by direct field measurements on 191 locations. Using the extensive ablation data,485

we established that a debris-thickness dependent smoothing curve performs significantly better than486

a elevation-dependent regression, in describing the spatial variability of surface ablation at any given487

observation period. We utilised the debris-dependent smooth fits to the ablation data, averaged over the488

debris-thickness distribution over the glacier surface, to obtain mean sub-debris ablation rate on Satopanth489

Glacier of 1.52 ± 0.20, 1.70 ± 0.30, and 1.51 ± 0.20 cm d−1 during 2015, 2016, and 2017. In comparison,490

the standard glaciological method obtained ablation rate of 1.25± 0.14, 1.35± 0.17, and 1.56± 0.17cm d−1491

for the three years. While the differences in estimates from the two methods were not significant within492

the uncertainties, biases were not negligible if the number of stakes with data are low. A density of 2 to 3493

stakes per km2 or more, such that data from a total of about 20-30 stakes are available, are sufficient for494

an accurate estimate. However, the debris-thickness at the stakes must span a wide range. The accuracy of495

the estimates using debris-dependent method may be improved with detailed measurement of the debris496

thickness distribution. We estimated approximate net specific balance of Satopanth glacier for the years497

2015, 2016, and 2017 to be −0.2 ± 0.6, −0.8 ± 0.6, and −0.6 ± 0.6 m w.e. yr−1.498
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APPENDIX A. DETAILS OF THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS615

A.1. Method I616

We divide the observed region into Ne elevation bands. The bands are 100 m wide and the area of each617

band, Az
j is shown in Fig. 2a.618

The observation times are denoted by ti, i = 1, . . . , Nt and the time periods between them by619

∆ti ≡ ti+1 − ti. The observation times are given in Figs. (B2-B7)620

Equation (2) in the main text gives the expression for the average ablation rate estimated using method

I. It can be written as,

bI =
1

A

Ne∑
j=1

Az
j b̄z(zj) (A1)

b̄z(zj) =
1

T

Nt∑
i=1

bz(zj , ti)∆ti (A2)

where A is the total area of the observation region, A =
∑Ne

j=1Aj and T is the total observation time621

period, T =
∑

i ∆ti.622

The uncertainty in bI is computed using the the following algorithm:623

For n = 1 − 1000624

1. Compute the parameters, ani, bni, cni by fitting the data, bobs(zm, ti) + ∆bobs(zm, ti) to the quadratic625

function bzn(z, ti) = ani + bniz + cniz
2. Where bobs(zm, ti) is the observed ablation at the mth stake at626

elevation zm, during the ith time period and ∆bobs(zm, ti) is a Gaussian noise with standard deviation627

4 cm.628
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2. Compute the RMSD at each time period,

∆bzn(ti) =

√
1

Ne

∑
m

(bzn(zm, ti) − bobs(zm, ti))
2

(A3)

3. Compute the average RMSD over all the time periods,

∆b̄zn =

√
1

Ne

∑
i

(∆bzn(ti))
2 (A4)

4. Compute the net average ablation rate, bIn,

bIn =

(∑
j Aj + ∆Ajn

) (
b̄n(zj) + ∆b̄n(zj)

)∑
j (Aj + ∆Ajn)

(A5)

where Aj is the estimated area of the jth elevation zone, ∆Ajn is a Gaussian noise with standard629

deviation equal to 0.2Aj and ∆b̄n(zj) is a Gaussian noise with standard deviation equal to ∆b̄zn630

5. The mean value and standard deviation of this distributions of 1000 values of bI are the reported mean631

values of the most probable value of bI and its uncertainty. The distributions are plotted in Fig. B9.632

A.2. Method II633

1. We divide the observation region into 5 zones, shown in Fig. 1. The debris thickness distributions in634

these 5 zones are plotted in Fig. B2.635

2. We divide the debris thickness into Nd bands, denoted by dj , j = 1, . . . , Nd. We define ∆dj ≡ dj+1−dj .636

3. We estimate the area in the lth zone which has a debris thickness in the jth band, Al
j , to be the fraction637

of the debris thickness observations in the lth zone that were in the jth band multiplied by the area of638

the lth zone.639

Equation (2) in the main text gives the expression for the average ablation rate estimated using method

II. It can be written as,

bII =
1

A

Ne∑
j=1

Ad
j b̄d(dj) (A6)

b̄d(dj) =
1

T

Nt∑
i=1

bz(dj , ti)∆ti (A7)

Ad
j =

5∑
l=1

Al
j (A8)
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The uncertainty in bII is computed using the the following algorithm:640

For n = 1 − 1000641

1. Compute the parameters, b0in, d0in by fitting the data, bobs(dm, ti) + ∆bobs(dm, ti) to the function, bd(d),642

given in equation (1) of the main text. Where bobs(dm, ti) is the observed ablation at the mth stake643

with debris thickness dm during the ith time period and ∆bobs(dm, ti) is a Gaussian noise with standard644

deviation 4 cm.645

2. Compute the RMSD at each time period,

∆bdn(ti) =

√
1

Nd

∑
m

(bdn(dm, ti) − bobs(dm, ti))
2

(A9)

3. Compute the average RMSD over all the time periods,

∆b̄dn =

√
1

Nt

∑
i

(∆bdn(ti))
2 (A10)

4. Compute the net average ablation rate, bIIn,

bIIn =

(∑Nd

j=1

∑5
l=1

(
Al

j + ∆Al
jn

)) (
b̄dn(dj) + ∆b̄dn(dj)

)
∑Nd

j=1

∑5
l=1

(
Al

j + ∆Al
jn

) (A11)

where Al
j is the estimated area of the jth debris thickness band in the lth zone., ∆Al

jn is a Gaussian646

noise with standard deviation equal to 0.3Al
j and ∆b̄dn(dj) is a Gaussian noise with standard deviation647

equal to ∆b̄dn648

APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES649

The supplementary figures related to the computation of mass balance with method-I and method-II are650

given below.651

Fig. B1. Field photos of sub-debris ablation measurements at different stakes.
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Fig. B2. (a-e)The frequency distribution of debris thickness for the five subzones defined in Fig.1. (f) The frequency

distribution of all the measurements of debris thickness put together. Note the variable binsizes in these plots, and

the different vertical range in sub-figure (f). Please see text for more details.
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Fig. B3. The fitted bz(z) for the all the ablation rate data from the debris-covered ablation zone in 2015 for each of

the observation periods. The fit parameters are given in inset along with corresponding uncertainties.
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Fig. B4. The fitted bz(z) for the all the ablation rate data from the debris-covered ablation zone in 2016 for each of

the observation periods. The fit parameters are given in inset along with corresponding uncertainties.
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Fig. B5. The fitted bz(z) for the all the ablation rate data from the debris-covered ablation zone in 2017 for each of

the observation periods. The fit parameters are given in inset along with corresponding uncertainties.
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Fig. B6. The fitted bd(d) for the all the ablation rate data from the debris-covered ablation zone in 2015 for each of

the observation periods. The fit parameters are given in inset along with corresponding uncertainties.
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Fig. B7. The fitted bd(d) for the all the ablation rate data from the debris-covered ablation zone in 2016 for each of

the observation periods. The fit parameters are given in inset along with corresponding uncertainties.
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Fig. B8. The fitted bd(d) for the all the ablation rate data from the debris-covered ablation zone in 2017 for each of

the observation periods. The fit parameters are given in inset along with corresponding uncertainties.
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Fig. B9. The distribution of mean specific ablation rate over the debris-covered ablation zone generated in the Monte

Carlo simulations for method-I and method-II. The mean and 2σ error bars are given in insets.
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Fig. B10. The clean-ice ablation rate observations (red solid circles) in the melt season of 2015 as a function of a)

elevation and b) Julian day. The blue solid line denote the corresponding fitted form b1(z) and b2(t) as described in

the text. c) A comparison of smoothed and observed clean ice ablation rate with RMSE of the fit given in cm d−1. d)

The annual smoothed mass balance profile (solid blue line) for the clean part of the glacier. See text for more details.
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Fig. B11. The clean-ice ablation rate observations (red solid circles) in the melt season of 2016 as a function of a)

elevation and b) Julian day. The blue solid line denote the corresponding fitted form b1(z) and b2(t) as described in

the text. c) A comparison of smoothed and observed clean ice ablation rate with RMSE of the fit given in cm d−1. d)

The annual smoothed mass balance profile (solid blue line) for the clean part of the glacier. See text for more details.
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Fig. B12. The clean-ice ablation rate observations (red solid circles) in the melt season of 2017 as a function of a)

elevation and b) Julian day. The blue solid line denote the corresponding fitted form b1(z) and b2(t) as described in

the text. c) A comparison of smoothed and observed clean ice ablation rate with RMSE of the fit given in cm d−1. d)

The annual smoothed mass balance profile (solid blue line) for the clean part of the glacier. See text for more details.

Fig. B13. The estimates of ELA of Satopanth Glacier (solid symbol) for 2015, 2016, and 2017 showed an linear

behaviour (best-fit straight line shown with solid line) as a function of annual net specific balance.


